The Radio Source for Reliable Home Advice
Each week, listeners across the country tune into Homefront for useful
advice about their homes. The nationally-syndicated call-in radio show
is hosted by veteran remodeling contractor Danny Lipford, who is also
known for his television appearances as host of Today’s Homeowner
with Danny Lipford and home expert for The Weather Channel.
On every show you’ll hear Danny answer questions from listeners
about a variety of home topics. And you never know what special guest
will drop by to share the microphone, a laugh or two, and some home
insights as well.
Homefront is informative and entertaining fare for home enthusiasts
nationwide.

Walko Workbench A Must-See Tool
If you are in the market for the perfect workbench – versatile enough to go on any job site
and adaptable to any situation – check out the Walko Workbench System.
"The Walko Workbench System features a lightweight, innovative, modular design that is
extremely user-friendly, versatile and durable," said Jody Garrett, VP of Marketing and
Merchandising at Woodcraft. "This is a ‘must-see’ product and it is already receiving quite a bit
of ‘buzz’ on the internet.”
Woodcraft is the industry leader in providing quality products, educational opportunities and
guidance to woodworkers at all skill levels.
The Walko Workbench was designed to be the finest and most adaptable bench system in the
world today. The Bench, which is truly multifunctional, features an adjustable working surface
consisting of two tables – or tops – which hang from and lock into position on the sides of the
"Hinged A-Frame." In the top position, the tables combine to create a large flat work surface.
However, the tables hanging from the frame can be lowered, have their height staggered,
tilted and even placed on the same side enabling you to adjust to the job at hand.
The Bench can also be unfolded "flat" and placed against a wall or on the floor. In the flat
position, the Walko can be used to process plywood, MDF and drywall or when placed against
a wall, you can use it like a workbench by hanging tables from it, should space be an issue.
Each of the two product models – the Walko 3 Compact Set and the Walko 4 Professional Set –
are light enough to be used in the field yet strong enough to handle any job in the shop. From
processing large sheet goods to cutting gutter or water pipe, the Walko System has the
potential to change how you work
.
And, with replaceable, sacrificial spacers built into the bench you’re never in danger of cutting
the frame. When you’re cutting against the bench, the spacers give you a 1.5” area between
the frame and your project.
For more information on the Walko Workbench and/or to see photos and product specs, visit
Woodcraft.Com.

